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The Fourth Sunday in Ordinary Time 
Matthew 5:1-12 
 
I’m been so privileged to have gone to the Holy Land several times, and so I have heard the question 
many times, “What is your favorite place there?” It’s hard to narrow down, but one place that always 
makes the short list is the setting for today’s Gospel passage, the Mount of the Beatitudes.  
 
The first time, as is often the case, was the time I remember most. Maybe because I walked to the top.  
From the shore of the Sea of Galilee to the top is not a long walk, a bit smaller than the size of Rib 
Mountain near Wausau, I’d say. You walk amid farmland as you rise, and that day I was going through a 
patch of pumpkins, and at a certain point I sat down, imagines the pumpkins were my disciples, and 
read from my Bible, “Blessed are the Poor in Spirit…”  And I was filled with peace. St. Paul called it a 
“Peace beyond all understanding.”  
 
Maybe you have places or words that facilitate in you this peace, or a confidence that God is near, that 
grant you a perspective of is really important and how simple it can be to live out that vision.  
 
The Beatitudes really have two parts.  This first four—poor in spirit, mourning, meek, hungering for 
righteousness—are really negative states. Lacking spirit, sadness, shyness that comes from fear, being a 
victim not treated fairly.  To us in these states the Beatitudes are a balm not unlike Psalm 23….”The Lord 
is my shepherd, I shall not want. To green pastures he leads me and gives me rest.  Though I walk 
through the valley of death, I fear no evil for he is with me…”  Jesus looks at those who are hurting, 
who might feel they are somehow outside the circle of God’s embrace and pronouncrs them blessed.  
That can give us the confidence to bring him our pain, sorrow, resentments, confusion, and surrender 
them to his loving arms.  Peace is found there, “and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of 
my life.”  
 
The second four Beatitudes—showing mercy, having a clean heart, making peace, enduring suffering for 
the sake of love—are different. Once we get our bearings and our grounded in the life loving embrace of 
God, these Beatitudes give us direction in what is really important for us to do. Feeling blessed even in 
our weakness, we have the strength to extend this blessing into the world. I think of the Great 
Commission at the end of Matthew’s Gospel: Go forth and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name 
of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.”  
 
We stay close to God—and know the peace beyond all understanding--in two ways: receiving the 
blessing in our weakness, and going out with love to the world when we are strong.  That’s it. 
 
It’s simple, but it is counter-cultural.  This roadmap to joy and peace says nothing about being 
successful, healthy or wealthy. Even if the Beatitudes makes sense to us as a roadmap to peace and 
eternal life, they still are not so easy to live out.  I have a friend whose life truly bears witness to the 
Beatitudes.  He has found blessed assurance in his faith, and truly extends his compassion and love to 
others in so many ways.  And yet, he is haunted by the fact that siblings are much successful in the eyes 
of the world, financially, than he is.  There are so many ways the world tries to convince us that we don’t 
measure up.  I hope my friend and all of us can recognize those voices and untrue and kindly dismiss 
them and re-affirm this weekend that all that matters is being close to God, who longs to be close to us. 
And the Beatitudes show us the path. We are loved when we are hurting, and empowered to be a 



presence in the world that seeks less to judge and more to understand, and so make peace, show mercy, 
love with clean hearts for the sake of love, and endure with god’s help the pain that sometimes comes 
from loving like that. You are blessed.  We are blessed. Believe it and live it.   
 


